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 Process Flow: 
 Step 1: Log-in through SSO ID: Employee will log in through from his/her government SSO Id (sso.rajasthan.gov.in)

 
 Step 2: Link for RGHS (Icon): RGHS icon will be displayed on SSO website which redirects user to RGHS portal for further registration.

 

 Step 3: Registration on RGHS through Jan Aadhar: User will provide Jan Aadhar ID or enrollment ID to initiate the registration of his family 
members in scheme. This registration is divided into further six steps:

 
Display of Jan Aadhar Family
a) User provides Jan Aadhar or enrollment number to display Jan Aadhar family associated to Jan Aadhar number. 
o If Jan Aadhar number is “Not Available” RGHS portal redirects user to Jan Aadhar portal for creation of Jan Aadhar ID. 
o If Jan Aadhar number is “Available” – RGHS portal displays the Jan Aadhar Family along with the column for selection of government employee. 

 
 Identification/Selection of Government employee:
a) Limited to select only one government employee which will be having the right to define relationship. 

 
Verification  from log in SSO ID/ Employee ID.
a) After identification, RGHS beneficiary will select the catogory . 
b) Self identification by employee ID verification. 
c) If verified “Yes” then it will lead to next of step of registration. 
d) If verified “No” then a message will appear to log in from employee’s SSO Id for registering under RGHS. 

 
Defining Relationship with respect to Government Employee
a) User will define his own family relationships to be covered under RGHS and can select the category. 

 
Validations of relationships.
a)  Basis on the information provided by user, system will be able to identify dependents under family as per the following guidelines. Family definition is Annexed 

below 
 

 Declaration/Acceptance/Disclaimer:
a) By registering, system will allow the member to register/validate. 
b) Without continuing the acceptance, system will not allow the member to register/validate. 
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 Step 4: “Successfully Registered” : Registration process will be completed by clicking on submit button”.

 Family Definition 
 

 Family means Government servants' spouse, wholly dependent children, legally adopted children (including legally 
divorced / widowed daughter) and parents (excluding stepparents) irrespective of where they reside.

 
a) Parents shall be deemed to be wholly dependent if their recurring total annual income from all sources does not exceed 

Rs 6000/- per month. However, income from Contributory Provident Fund, Gratuity, Government of India's Prize Bonds, 
Insurance Benefits etc. shall not be regarded as income. 

 
 Dependent children shall mean and include:

 
a) Son till gets married or starts earning income not exceeding Rs 6000/- per month or attains the age of 25 years, 

whichever is earlier. 
b) Daughter Till gets married or starts earning income not exceeding Rs 6000/- per month, whichever is earlier. 
c) Son /daughter suffering from any permanent disability of any kind (physical or mental) shall be treated as dependent 

irrespective of his/her age or marital status. 
d) Legally adoptive parents who are dependent on the Government servant, irrespective of where they reside, shall be 

member of family as ‘parents’ provided that in any circumstances the real parents shall not be member of the family under 
the aforesaid rules. It is also clarified that if the adoptive father has legally more than one wife, only senior most will be 
adoptive mother and others being ‘step-mothers’ will not include in the definition of family as ‘parents’ under this Scheme.” 

 
 Following Screen Shots are mentioned below for an ease:
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Thank You 
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